So what now? How do I sign up for this fantastic meal plan I hear you say? Well it's simple...

1. Visit www.birmingham.ac.uk/mealplan to find out about pricing, sample menus and options for any dietary requirements you might have.

2. Select to have the meal plan when you apply for your accommodation.

3. Come and enjoy some delicious food while you’re living and learning with us!

"I just buy staple items from the supermarket, such as bread and milk, so I don’t need to spend on top of my meal plan budget."

Joe, Shackleton, Geology

"None of us have ever done a ‘proper’ supermarket shop because there’s no need to, which is great. If we need to get anything on top of the meal plan then we just buy it here and there from around campus, using cash."

Jessica, History of Art; Georgina, Business Management; Amelia, History of Art; Shackleton

Meal Plan 2014
Don’t want to worry about food while you’re at uni?
Want to live on more than beans on toast?
The meal plan is for you.

The Meal Plan here at the University of Birmingham is the perfect way for you to look after yourself, eat well, meet friends and manage your money.

One simple payment is spread across the year giving you a weekly amount to spend on food and drink in all the amazing food venues across campus and in the Vale.

“We’ve designed the Meal Plan to suit you. Unlike a lot of traditional ‘catered’ options we know your life doesn’t always fit 3 set meals a day. The Meal Plan is as flexible as you need it to be allowing you to eat where you like, when you like!”
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Meals & Venues

While your friends are looking at the last slices of stale bread and worrying if there’s enough money in their account for the weekly shop, all you have to worry about is where you want to eat around campus.

“With the Meal Plan you can eat in any of the huge range of venues available. Whether you fancy some oriental delights or some good old British classics you can use your meal plan wherever and whenever it suits you.”

Meeting & Eating

Eating is a social experience that should be shared with friends. One of the best things about the Meal Plan is being able to eat with friends, without the arguments over who’s doing the washing up.

All the venues across the Vale and on campus are geared towards getting together with your friends and enjoying delicious food, in wonderful surroundings with great company.

It’s not a meal ticket – it’s a social sharing experience!

Want to know more? You can find more details about how the meal plan works and how you can sign up to your meal plan by visiting:

www.birmingham.ac.uk/mealplan

There is such a thing as a Free Lunch!

Buy Meal Plan for £46.50 and get £50 to spend!

That’s equivalent to a free lunch, on us, every week for the whole year.

Happy Days.

“While the Meal Plan isn’t something I use a lot, it’s reassuring knowing it’s there if I need it. It’s also great to be able to eat on campus with no hassle.”

Charlie, Biology, Maple Bank

“The atmosphere is always calm and chilled if you want to do work at the same time or just kick back and relax whilst enjoying a tasty meal.”

Sarah Dickinson
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“The only food I tend to buy on top of that is milk and cereal which I have for breakfasts – unless I’m hungover and then I’ll get breakfast from The Melt with my meal plan!”

Charlie, Biology, Maple Bank
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